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Abstract—The Two Ocean’s Aquarium displays a
large number of fish in its high-quality exhibits.
Information about fish can only be obtained by asking
an expert or by scanning through documentation in the
aquarium. Therefore, information is not readily
available. This research lays the foundation for the
development of an interactive system that provides the
user with instant feedback about a specific fish. A video
camera captures a video sequence of fish swimming in a
tank at the aquarium. The footage is displayed on the
screen and the user can click on a fish. The system
recognises the fish species and displays the recognition
result to the user. The system was tested on a total of 20
fish and achieved an overall recognition accuracy of
88.5% across all fish.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

he Two Oceans Aquarium is a popular tourist attraction.
It hosts many visitors annually and displays a large
number of fish in its high-quality exhibits. Although these
exhibits are interesting, information about a particular fish
species can only be obtained either by asking an expert, or
by scanning through the documentation in the aquarium.
Thus, information may not be readily available at times.
Therefore, the educational experience is not as interactive as
it could be.
It is desirable to create a system that allows the user to
interactively select a fish on display. The selected fish is
segmented within the image and then recognized.
Information about the recognized fish is then sent back to
the user.
One implementation of such a system could be a phonebased application that allows the user to take a picture of a
fish. The image is sent to a remote server which segments
and classifies the fish. The result is relayed back to the
user’s phone.
Another implementation of such a system could take the
form of a touch panel situated in front of the exhibits in the
aquarium. A video camera captures the video footage of the
fish in the tank. The user taps on the panel to select a desired
fish. The location of the tap and video image are combined
to segment and classify the fish. The result is displayed to
the user on the panel.
The current research lays the foundation for such a novel
system by focusing on segmenting a selected fish from a
video and recognizing it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses related work; Section III discusses the premises;
Section IV discusses the entire implementation of the
system; Section V describes the experimental setup; Section
VI presents the test results and analysis; Section VII
concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The pre-processing method used to implement the system
proposed in this paper is a novel procedure. However, the
following two systems describe alternate methods for
carrying out fish recognition.
Rova et al. [1] at Simon Fraser University created a system
which classifies fish species in an underwater video.
Benson et al. [2] at the University of California created an
automated fish species classification system that can count
and classify fish.
The details of each system are described in the following
subsections.
A. Rova et al.’s work
The classification of fish species is achieved by means of:
model generation, deformable template matching and two
Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
Model generation is accomplished by initially choosing a
template image as a representation of a certain fish class.
Canny edge detection is used to extract edge points from the
template image. 100 template edges are randomly chosen
from the set of edge points.
Deformable template matching aligns template images
and query images. This pixel alignment of template images
and query images is achieved using a combination of the
following components: shape contexts, distance transforms
and image warping.
Shape contexts capture the relative spatial locations of all
the edge points within the circumference of the shape
context bins. Generalized shape contexts which are used in
this system capture the dominant orientation of edges in
each bin, rather than just the point counts.
Distance transforms on a tree structure make it
computationally feasible to find globally optimal
correspondences between the template model and an
unknown query image.
Image warping is a process whereby a transformation
maps every position in one image plane to every position in
a second plane.

Two templates are used, one for each type of fish, and
each query is warped to both images. Therefore, the
combination of two SVMs is used to obtain a final
classification. If both SVMs obtain the same result, then the
classification is deemed correct. However, if the SVMs
disagree, then the SVM with the greatest absolute distance
to its separating hyper plane is deemed the correct one.
A total of 320 images were used − 160 images for each
species of fish. Therefore, the system only focuses on the
recognition of two types of fish – Striped Trumpeter and
Western Butterfish. The system was tested in MATLAB on
a set of manually cropped underwater video images of two
fish species.
The results showed that by running the SVMs on a set of
test images, the system obtained an accuracy of 84% for
original non-warped images and 90% for warped images.
This system makes use of texture-based classification and
shape contexts to differentiate between fish species, whereas
the proposed system uses shape and colour features.
Although the system performs well using low-quality
images, the template matching process does not consider
slight orientation variations. All images are manually
cropped, as opposed to the proposed system which
automatically crops images. Similar to the proposed system,
classification is achieved by using an SVM; however, this
system makes use of two SVMs. Research [3] has shown
that the resulting classification accuracy of multiple SVMs
is not significantly different to single SVM classification.
B. Benson et al.’s work
The system uses the Viola and Jones Haar-like feature
object detection method on a Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA), in order to classify fish species in parallel.
An FPGA is a semiconductor device that can be
programmed to perform an application specific task, and is
used because of its ability to process computations in
parallel.
The overview of the entire system is illustrated by the
FPGA framework in Figure 1 [2].

OpenCV’s Haar Training technique, Benson et al. applied
the method to fish detection.
Figure 2 [2] depicts the entire Haar Training procedure.

Figure 2: Haar Training procedure.
The procedure takes in positive as well as negative
images as input. The positive images contain cropped
images of the fish. The negative images contain the
background of the fish. These images are converted to
greyscale and normalized. The normalized images have
user-specified dimensions, in this case 20x20 pixels. Haarlike features within the normalized images are calculated.
These features are the best features that distinguish between
the positive and negative samples.
The Haar Training procedure uses AdaBoost to organize
features into a rejection cascade consisting of n stages. This
only takes place once all the Haar-like features are
calculated.
The frames are scaled to various sizes by the scaler
module. The generated Haar classifier classifies the fish
based on the rejection cascade. The resulting image is then
displayed on a monitor through the Digital Video Interface
(DVI).
Benson et al. generated a 16 stage Haar classifier with 83
features for the Scythe Butterfly fish using 1077 positive
images and 2470 negative images. OpenCV’s performance
metric and 100 test images were used. A total of 92 hits,
eight misses and three false positives were obtained with the
16 stage classifier. The system obtained a recognition
accuracy of 92%. However, the system was only tested on
one fish species − the Scythe Butterfly fish.
The system generates Haar-like features and uses a
rejection cascade instead of an SVM to distinguish between
species. However, in order to generate a Haar classifier the
fish need to be consistently textured, which introduces
limitations. Similar to the system in [1], the images are
manually cropped as opposed to the proposed system.
III. PREMISES
This section describes the assumptions that were made
with regards to the problem.

Figure 1: FPGA Framework.

The underwater video digitizes an analogue image.
Individual frames are grabbed and stored by the frame
grabber. Each individual frame is transferred to the Haar
classifier based on the information from the image scaler.
The Haar classifiers for different fish species are
generated using the computer vision library − OpenCV’s,
Haar Training code. This code is based on the Viola-Jones
detection method. A Haar classifier can only be generated if
the object is consistently textured. Following the success of

1) The fish being recognized will assume an
approximately horizontal orientation. As a fish swims it
regularly changes direction. Depending on its direction, it
can assume numerous orientations with respect to the
camera, all of which appear as different shapes. This
research only considers orientations of fish that are
approximately horizontal as seen in Figure 3.
2) The fish being recognized is assumed not to overlap
with other fish. The overlapping of fish may be taken as
one larger fish that is a combination of both, which will
assume a different shape and colour distribution. This is
not considered in this research.

Figure 3 depicts the fish recognized by the system.

2) Converting RGB (Red, Green, Blue) to HSV (Hue,
Saturation, Value)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) RGB; (b) HSV; (c) Hue component.

Figure 3: Fish species.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

Figure 4: High-level breakdown of the system.
The proposed method uses video input from a single
camera at a resolution of 750x576 pixels. This section
describes the procedure used to extract and recognize a fish
from the video input. The entire system can be divided into
three components: i) segmentation, ii) training and
recognition using an SVM, and iii) displaying the result.
Figure 4 illustrates the entire breakdown of the system and
the procedure by which each individual frame captured is
processed.

Initially, each frame is in the default image format −
the RGB colour space, depicted in Figure 5(a). The HSV
colour space has been found to be more robust to
illumination changes than the RGB colour space [5].
Light illumination changes are evident due to the large
tanks within the aquarium. Therefore, each frame is
converted from RGB to HSV as illustrated in Figure
5(b). Furthermore, the hue component of the HSV colour
space has been found to be invariant to intensity changes
in the illumination [6]. It is extracted from the image to
be used in subsequent steps - illustrated in Figure 5(c).
3) Adaptive Threshold
An adaptive threshold technique is applied to the hue
image. This produces a binary image which is used in
contour detection explained in subsequent steps.
A typical threshold technique categorises pixels in an
image by rejecting pixels below or above a predefined
value − threshold level, while retaining all other pixels.
An adaptive threshold technique, as opposed to a
constant threshold technique, is used when strong
illumination or reflectance gradients are present. In this
technique, the threshold level is itself variable. In
contrast to the constant static threshold technique, a
threshold value is computed for each pixel within the
input image. [7]
4) Determining Region of Interest (ROI)

(a)
A. Segmentation
The segmentation procedure consists of the steps taken to
segment out the fish from its background and obtain a shape
and colour representation of the fish. The following
subsections describe how segmentation is achieved using
OpenCV [4].
1) Mouse click
The system displays the video footage on the screen
and only begins processing the data once the user clicks
on a fish.

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Setting boundaries around the fish;
(b) Cropping the image.
The user input is in the form of a mouse click on a fish.
Therefore, the approximate location of the fish in the
image is known. Referring to Figure 6(a), if the user
clicks on a fish, the boundary between the black and
white pixels roughly makes up the shape of the fish. In
order to set a ROI perfectly around the fish, the origin of
the click is used as a starting point to search for white
pixels in the following directions: left, right, top and
bottom. Once a black pixel is detected in these
directions, it is assumed that a potential boundary has

been found. However, it is possible that the boundary
marks the location of noise inside the body of the fish as
seen in Figure 6(b).
A simple algorithm has been formulated to bypass the
noise so that definite boundary locations could be
determined. This novel procedure is illustrated in Figure
7.
Figure 8: Contours in an image.
The cropped image in Figure 6(b) is scanned to find
all the contours in the image. The noise around the fish
is represented by smaller contours while the shape of
the fish is represented by the largest contour. Figure
9(a) illustrates the result of removing the smaller
contours - the noise, in Figure 6(b).
Once an outline of the shape is obtained, the flood
fill function is used on the inside of the shape.
Flood fill is a function that is used to mark or isolate
sections of an image. Initially, a seed point is selected
from an image. All similar neighbouring points are
then coloured with a uniform colour. The seed point is
set to the location of the user’s click.

Figure 7: Updating the boundaries.
Initially, potential boundaries are found. Thereafter, a
continuous search is carried out along the top boundary
in the x direction. For each white pixel along this
boundary, the algorithm searches for the bottom-most
white pixel in the y direction. Simultaneously, a
continuous search is carried out along the left boundary
in the y direction. For each white pixel along this
boundary, the algorithm searches for the right-most
white pixel in the x direction. This row-column approach
allows the search on one boundary to lead to the
extension of the opposite boundary. The same is carried
out along the bottom and right boundaries to extend the
top and left boundaries. The procedure is repeated until
no updates are made in any direction. Once the
procedure in Figure 6 terminates, the ROI is set around
the edges of the fish using the final boundary values. The
result is illustrated in Figure 6(b).
5) Contour Detection and Flood Fill
The cropped image may contain noise outside the
body of the fish as seen in Figure 6(b). Contour
detection and flood fill are used to remove the noise
and obtain a clean representation of the shape of the
fish.
A contour consists of a list of points that represent a
curve within an image. Figure 8 [4] illustrates,
graphically, what is meant by a contour in OpenCV.
Referring to Figure 8, ‘A’ represents the outermost
contour. ‘B’ and ‘C’ are the inner contours of ‘A’.
Furthermore, ‘D’ and ‘E’ are the inner contours of ‘C’.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Contour detection; (b) Flood fill.
The region inside the largest contour in Figure 9(a) is
filled with white pixels that represent the shape of the
fish. This result is illustrated in Figure 9(b).
6) Histogram representation
The cropped colour image in Figure 10(a) yields a
colour representation of the fish. The colour distribution
of the fish is used to generate a histogram. Figure 10(b)
illustrates a histogram of the colour distribution of the
fish. The histogram emphasises the more dominant
colours of the fish.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Cropped colour image; (b) Generated
histogram.

B. Training and recognition using a Support Vector
Machine (SVM)
The shape of the fish, combined with the histogram
obtained, is used as input into an SVM.
SVMs belong to a family of generalized linear
classifiers [8]. An SVM is a functional technique used for
the classification and regression of data [9]. Data is
divided into training and testing sets. A target value is
present with each instance in the training set. The
underlying objective of the SVM is to construct a model,
based on the training data, which makes a prediction of
the target values of the test data. In order to achieve
accurate predictions it only requires test-data attributes.

database was constructed. Based on the constructed
model, the SVM attempts to recognize a fish, given input
from the segmentation phase.
C. Displaying the Result
The result of the procedure carried out by the SVM
classification returns a label which represents a certain fish
species. The resulting output consists of: an image of the
recognized fish, the fish species, as well as facts about its
habitat. An example of the output is seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12: An example of the system
output.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
(a)

(b)

Figure 11: (a) Linear classification; (b) Non-linear
classification.
Figure 11 depicts two examples of the classification of
data points into two classes. The circles and squares
represent two distinct classes and the separating line
between them defines the boundary – the hyperplane. The
aim is to determine whether these classes can be separated
by a hyperplane, which is a generalisation of the concept
of a plane. A margin refers to the maximum distance to
the closest data point from both classes. A large margin is
desired since a new data point can be classified more
accurately when the separation between the two classes is
greater. If the existence of such a hyperplane is evident, it
is known as the optimal hyperplane. Support vectors are
the vectors that are closest to this hyperplane. Figure
11(a) depicts a linear classification case, in which the
algorithm intends to find a linear decision hyperplane that
is able to separate data points with a maximum margin.
Figure 11(b) depicts non-linear classification case, in
which the algorithm finds a decision hyperplane that can
separate data points linearly, by mapping the data points
into a higher dimensional space. [10]
The problem presented in this research − a non-linear
classification case, is an example of a real-world problem,
in which more complex structures are needed to create an
optimal hyperplane.
The system was trained on 20 different fish species
whose features and corresponding labels are stored in a
knowledge database seen in Figure 3. 900 frames per fish
were recorded and used as training data for the system.
Using the methods explained in the previous section, the
fish was automatically segmented from the video. Finally,
the shape and colour features of the fish were written to a
feature data file. Within the feature data file, different fish
species were given labels followed by their corresponding
shape and colour features. The SVM was trained on
feature data from 20 fish species and a knowledge

Initially, the experiment was carried out in a partially
controlled environment − a small tank with a simple
background; a total of only three fish in the tank; and fairly
constant lighting conditions. This is depicted in Figure 5(a).
However, the system was expected to perform well in a
real-world environment − The Two Ocean's Aquarium. This
environment hosts a large number of fish swimming in huge
tanks with complex backgrounds and constant illumination
changes.
Figure 13 illustrates one of the tanks that were used for
video capturing at the Two Ocean’s Aquarium.

Figure 13: The testing scene.
A Sony Handycam DCR-SR46 video camera was used to
capture a total of 200 images, in sets of 10 images per fish
from various tanks, at a resolution of 720x576 pixels which
were used for testing.
Experimentation was carried out to evaluate the
recognition accuracy of the system. The system was tested
on an Acer Aspire 6935G Laptop containing Intel Core 2
Duo, 2.0 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM, running Ubuntu 10.04
Operating System.
Each image was fed as input into the system. A count was
carried out of the number of matches between the input of
each fish species and the recognized result. The overall
recognition accuracy for each fish was computed by taking
an average of the total number of matches across the total
number of test images per fish. The overall recognition

accuracy of the system was computed by taking the average
accuracy across all fish.
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The recognition results of the system are summarized in
Figure 14.

Figure 14: The system’s recognition accuracy.
The system achieved an overall recognition accuracy of
88.5% across all fish. These results are very encouraging.
Analysing the accuracies of the individual fish, it is
observed that 85% of all the fish tested registered high
accuracies of 70% and above. Of these, 65% achieved a
recognition accuracy of 100%.
Only one fish – fish 8, registered an accuracy lower than
50%. Analysing this fish, it was found that the colour of this
particular fish blends well into its background. Therefore,
the system struggles to obtain an accurate shape
representation of this particular fish after segmentation.
However, this fish species is known to have abilities that
permit it to change its colour depending on its mood and its
surroundings. [11]

VII. CONCLUSION
This research lays the foundations for an interactive
system that can be used to recognize various fish species
and display instant information to the user. A novel preprocessing procedure is used to segment the required fish.
An SVM is used to recognize 20 fish based on shape and
colour information. Experimentation showed that the system
was able to score 100% accuracy in 11 of the 20 fish and
above 70% in 17 of the 20 fish.
In this research, the foundations for the development of a
novel and cost-effective system were set.
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